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if you are having trouble finding the right driver, stop
searching and fix driver problems faster with the automatic
driver update utility. many computer problems are caused
by missing or outdated device drivers, especially in
windows 11. if your deskttop or laptop is running slow, or
keeps crashing or hanging, there is a good chance that
updating your drivers will fix the problem. furthermore,
when you use driverdoc to update your scanner drivers,
you'll also be able to keep all of your other pc drivers
updated by utilizing our extensive database of over
2,150,000 drivers (with daily updates), covering all
hardware devices. the kodak twain integrator kit contains
contains information required to write twain enabled
applications for alaris' document scanners. this
documentation includes custom capablities and header files
for the kodak data source. this file also contains information
on the custom properties exposed by alaris' wia driver.
additionally, when you use driverdoc to update your
scanner drivers, you'll also be able to keep all of your other
pc drivers updated by utilizing our extensive database of
over 2,150,000 drivers (with daily updates), covering all
hardware devices. i don't know how you managed to have
the scanner working in windows 7 since there are drivers
published for it.the only solution is to either use a third
party software such as vuescan, or to purchase a new
scanner. microsoft does not write drivers for any third party
hardware.please remember to click mark as answer on the
post that helps you, and to click unmark as answer if a
marked post does not actually answer your question. this
can be beneficial to other community members reading the
thread.
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